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House Financial Services Committee members appeared divided today over whether legislation 
that would require public companies to offer a nonbinding shareholder vote on approval of their 
executive pay plans is necessary to help rein in skyrocketing pay for chief executive officers. The 
bill is a priority for Financial Services Chairman Frank, who contends that shareholders should 
have a greater say on top executive pay plans after recent cases in which failing CEOs were 
rewarded with "golden parachute" packages as they left their posts. The most notable example is 
former Home Depot CEO Bob Nardelli, who left the company earlier this year with a 
languishing stock price though he still received an estimated $210 million severance package. 
During a hearing on the issue, Frank said the measure is "enhancing the ability of shareholders to 
vote on the salaries of those that they employ." Financial Services ranking member Spencer 
Bachus, R-Ala., said many constituents have expressed concern over increasing CEO pay as the 
average S&P 500 chief executive earned $13.5 million in 2005, a 16 percent increase over the 
previous year. But Bachus also said he was worried that legislative action may not make the 
situation better. "I have an abundance of caution because of the government's track record in 
'fixing things,'" Bachus said. 
 
Moderate GOP Rep. Michael Castle of Delaware also said he had some concerns but pointed out 
the SEC recently issued rules requiring public firms to improve their executive compensation 
disclosures, such as including opportunities for shareholders to vote on executive pay plans in 
their annual meetings and proxy statements. "I'm a little concerned about the legislation. ... As a 
stockholder, a woebegone investor himself, I'll tell you I'm not really sure of judging fair 
compensation packages," Castle said. "I believe the SEC has actually done a good job on this." 
Some conservatives on the panel were derisive of the legislation, noting that the market should 
dictate executive pay and that the bill could lead to further intrusions into the boardroom, such as 
calling for votes on environmental and labor policies. "This appears to be possibly letting the 
camel's nose under the tent. I just wonder where we might go next," said Rep. Scott Garrett, R-
N.J. 
 
Proponents of Frank's bill noted the United Kingdom has a similar system and there have not 
been any repercussions. Instead, it has helped increase the level of dialogue between institutional 
investors and boards, they said. "I think there is really no evidence that the management of 
European companies are doing worse because of this requirement," said Lucian Bebchuk, a 
Harvard University professor who has studied the issue. In addition, one major U.S. corporation, 
Aflac, has gone to such a system. John Castellani, president of the Business Roundtable, which 
opposes the bill, said U.S. boards are more independent than those in the United Kingdom and 
that American board members are held to a higher legal standard than U.K. members, thus 
bringing a higher standard of corporate governance. "Corporations were never designed to be 
democracies. Their decision-making process was not designed to be run like a New England 
town hall meeting," Castellani said. 
 


